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1. Introduction. Many finiteness results on the number of solutions of 
diophantine equations, such as the Thue-Mahler equation and linear equa
tions in two S-units, have been proved by applying approximation techni
ques of Thue, Siegel and Roth. These techniques are ineffective in the sense 
that they do no not provide an algorithm for finding all solutions. However, 
these techniques can be used to find explicit upper bounds for the number of 
solutions of diophantine equations belonging to several classes. In [2] we 
derived an explicit upper bound for the number of solutions of linear 
equations in two S-units and, as an application of this, for the number of 
solutions of the Thue-Mahler equation with variables in a fixed algebraic 
number field. The techniques of Thue, Siegel and Roth can be extended to 
the case of algebraic function fields of characteristic 0. Thus analogues of the 
Thue-Siegel-Roth Theorem have been obtained for such function fields (cf. 
[7], Ch. 7, [5], [15]). In this paper we shall give analogues of the results in 
[2] for algebraic function fields of characteristic 0. We shall also prove a 
finitepess criterion for the number of solutions of the Thue equation over 
function fields of characteristic 0. This finiteness criterion was already proved 
by Mason by an effective method in case that the function field has 
transcendence degree 1 over its field of constants (cf. [8], Th. 2, [11], Ch. 2, 
Th. 2). Our results are valid for function fields with arbitrarily large 
transcendence degree over their fields of constants. · 

Our results mentioned above are in fact valid for a large class of fields, 
namely the fields with a product formula. Before we are able to state the 
results, we have to mention some facts about these fields. A field K is called 
a field with a product formula if it has characteristic 0 and if it is endowed 
with a set of pairwise non-equivalent (multiplicative) valuations MK = {I ·Iv} 
on K such that for all ex in K*: (1) 

(1) If K is a field then we denote by K* the set of non-zero -elements of K. 
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(1) lcxl 11 = 1 for all but finitely many v, the .finiteness property; 

(2) n l1Xlv = 1, the product formula. 
II 

If confusion can not arise, we shall not make a proper distinction between a 
valuation I ·I., and its index v. If all valuations in Mx are raised to the same 
power then we obtain another set of valuations satisfying (1) and (2) which is 
called equivalent to MK. There are fields with inequivalent sets of valuations 
satisfying (1) and (2). 

We shall now give three important examples of fields with a product 
formula. 

1. The field of rational numbers Q. Let P denote the set of prime 
numbers: thus every non-zero rational IX can be written uniquely as 

IX= ±TipwP(rz), 
peP 

where the numbers wp(cx) are rational integers of which at most finitely many 
are non-zero. We define valuations !·IP (peP) and l·IPx by 

llXIP = p-wp<"'' for cxeQ*, IOIP = 0 

for every p in P and 

lcxlP 00 = la! for x E Q, 

where I ·I denotes the ordinary absolute value. 
Now Q is a field with a product formula with set of valuations 

Ma= {l·IP: pePu {p}}. 

2. K = k (X 1 , .•• , X ,J, where k is a field of characteristic 0 and where 
X 1 , .•• , X n are independent variables. Let I be a maximal set of pairwise non
associated irreducible polynomials in the ring k [X 1 , .•. , X nJ. Every fin K* 
can be written uniquely as 

F = c n f"'<'>. 
fel 

where cek* and where the numbers v1 (F) are rational integers of which at 
most finitely many are non-zero. If Fe k [ X i. •.. , X J then we denote by 
Deg(F) the total degree of F. If FeK* then we put Deg(F) = Deg(F1) 

-Deg(F2), where F 1 , F 2 are polynomials in k[Xi. ... , Xn] with F = Fi/F2 • 

This is clearly well-defined. We define valuations I· 11 (f e /) and I· I 00 by 

IFl1 = e -Deg(flu:<F> for Fe K*, IOI: = 0 

for every f in I and 

IFlcxi = e0 •g(F) for FeK*, IOloc = 0. 
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Then K is a field with a product formula with set of valuations 

3. Finite extensions of fields with a product formula. Let K be a field with 
a product formula with set of valuations MK and let L be a finite extension 
of K of degree d. Let v EM K and let Kv be the algebraic closure of the 
completion of K at v. Then there are exactly d injective homomorphisms of L 
in Kv, a 1, ... , ad, say. As is well known from valuation theory, 1-1., can be 
extended in exactly one way to K v. This extension is also denoted by I· Iv. 
Every extension of I ·I,, to L must be equal to at least one of the v~Juations 
jai(·)lv, ... , lad(·)lv defined on L. A valuation i·lv on Lis called normalized 
with respect to I· Iv if 

(3) lcx:Jv = n Ja;(a)Jv for aEL. 
ieEv1v 

Here Eviv denotes the set of those i in 1, ... , d for which lo";( ·)iv is equivalent 
to l·lv· If !·Iv is normalized with respect to l·lv then the restriction of l·lv to K 
is equivalent to l·lv· Let i·lv1 , ••. , i·lv be the valuations on L which are 
normalized with respect to I· Iv. Then 9the sets Ev i Iv• .•• , Ev Iv are pairwise 
disjoint and have union {1, ... , d}. Hence g:::;; d. Moreover,9 by (3), 

g 

(4) n lcxlv; = INL;x(a)lv for Q'.E L. 
i= 1 

Let ML be the set of valuations on L which are normalized with respect 
to the valuations in MK. We shall show that L is a field with a product 
formula with set of valuations ML• in other words that ML satisfies the 
finiteness property and the product formula. To this end, we need the 
following obvious fact: 

(5) {
Let K 0 be a field with non-archimedean valuation J·lv and let 1.1.EKo 
be a zero of the polynomialf(X) = a"Xn+ ... +a1 X +ao in Ko [X]. 
Suppose that ladv E {O, 1} for i = 1, ... , n. Then lci:lv E {O, 1}. 

Let f3 EL* and let f ( X) = an X" + ... + a0 be a polynomial in K [ X] with 
f (/3) = O. By applying (1) with a= 2 we obtain that ML contains at most 
finitely many archimedean valuations. Moreover, from (1) . and the above 
arguments we infer that laolv, ... , lanlvE{O, 1} f~r all but_fi~tel~ many non
archimedean valuations !·Iv in ML· Together with (5) this implies that lfilv 
= 1 for all but finitely many V in ML. By applying (4) and (2) with 

'Q'. = N L/K ({J), we obtain that n IPlv = 1. 
VeML 

4 - Acta Arithmetica XL Vll.3 
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Examples 1, 2 and 3 show that algebraic number :fields and algebraic 
function fields of characteristic 0 in several variables are fields with a product 
formula. Artin and Whaples [1] showed that any field K which has a set of 
valuations MK with at least one archimedean valuation satisfying the finite
ness property and the product formula must be an algebraic number field. 
Fields with a product formula which are not algebraic number fields, namely 
those for which all valuations are non-archimedean, are called F-jields. Let K 
be an F-field. Then the set 

k = {a:eK: la:!.,~ 1 for all v in MK} 

is also a field, termed 'the constant field of K. Using (5) it is not difficult to 
show that k is algebraically closed in K. If Lis a finite extension of K then L 
is also an F-field, the constant field of which is just the algebraic closure of k 
in L. 

Let K be a field with a product formula with set of valuations MK. For 
each finite subset S of M K we denote by 11/15 the set of those a: in K with the 
property that la:lv = 1 for all v in MK\S. 0/15. is a multiplicative group, the 
elements of which are called S-units. If K is an algebraic number field, then 
the groups tl/15 are finitely generated. If K is an F-field with constant field k, 
then for each group tl/15 , k* c '¥15 and 11/15/k* is finitely generated. 

In the theorems below, we give explicit upper bounds for the numbers 
of solutions of linear equations in two S-units of a field with a product 
formula. 

THEOREM 1. Let K be an algebraic nu,mber field of degree m with set of 
valuations MK and let S be a finite subset of Mx of cardinality s, containing all 
archimedean valuations. For each pair A., µ in K*, the equation 

(6) A.x + µy = 1 in S-units x, y 

has at most 3 x 7m+ 28 solutions. 

For the proof of this result we refer to [2]. In this paper we shall prove 
the following analogue for F-fields. 

THEOREM 2. Let K be an F-.field with constant field k and let S be a finite 
subset of the set of valuations MK. For each pair A., µ in K*, the equation 

(6) :A.x+ µy = 1 in S-units x, y 

has at most 2 x 728 solutions with A.x/ µy rlk. As above, s denotes the cardinality 
of S. 

Both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 have several applications. By combin
ing Tbeprems 1 and 2, Evertse and Gyory [3] derived an upper bound for 
the number of solutions of the equation :A.x+ µy = 1 in elements x, y of a 
finitely generated multiplicative group G which is contained in a field K of 
characteristic 0. Unfortunately this bound depends on the choice of a 
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transcendence basis for K. As an application of this result, upper bounds 
have been obtained for the number of solutions of certain decomposable 
form equations over rings which are finitely generated over z. In [3], Evertse 
and Gyory also derived an explicit upper bound for the number of power 
bases of the ring of integers of an algebraic number field. This has been 
generalized in several directions in [ 4]. 

In the present paper, we shall apply Theorem 2 to the Thue-Mahler 
equation over F-fields: the main results of these investigations are stated in 
the following section. 

2. On the Thoe-Mahler equation over F-fields. Henceforth we shall use 
the notation of Theorem 2: thus K denotes an F-field with set of valuations 
Mx and constant field k and S denotes a finite subset of Mx. Moreover, by 
{!)s we shall denote the ring of S-integers, that is the ring of those a in K such 
that lcxlv ~ 1 for all v in Mx\S. Clearly, O/is is the unit group of 0s. Let 
F(X, Y) be a binary form of degree n with coefficients in 0s, which has at 
least three distinct linear factors in some extension of K (such a form is 
termed cubic divisible). We shall consider the Thue-Mahler equation 

(7) F(x,y)=µu m x,yE0s,UEoUs, 

where µ is a non-zero element of (!)s· Two solutions (x1 , y 1 , u1), (x2 , y 2 , u2 ) 

of (7) are called dependent if there is an a in 0//8 such that x 2 = ax1 , y 2 = cxy 1 , 

u2 =an u1 . Our aim is to give an upper bound for the maximal number of 
pairwise independent solutions of (7). This number is not always finite. We 
call the form F degenerate if there are a, [3, y, o in @s with a.a - [Jy i= 0, an 
S-unit e and a binary form f (X, Y) with coefficients in k such that 

(8) F(cxX+fJY, yX+bY) = µef(X, Y) identically in X, Y. 

If F satisfies (8) then we call a solution (x, y, u) of (7) trivial if it is dependent 
on a solution (a.~+/317, y~+b17, u') with ~, 17Ek. There exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of trivial solutions of (7) and the set of pairs 
(u~, UYf) with uEO/ts and~' 17Ek for whichf(e, 17) i= 0. Hence if Fis degenera
te then (7) has infinitely many pairwise independent solutions. We shall show 
that when F is degenerate, the set of trivial solutions of (7) does not depend 
on the choice of a, [3, y, fJ, e, f · . 

For each non-zero a in {!)s we define OJ (a) to be the number of v in 
Mx\S with lodv ~ 1. Then we have the following result. 

THEOREM 3. Let K be an F-field with set of valuations Mx and constant 
field k and let F (X, Y) be a cubic divisible form of degree n with coefficients in 
(!J8 , where S is a finite subset of Mx of cardinality s. 

(i) If F is nori-degenerate then (7) has at most 7 2 n3 <s+w(µ)J pairwise 
independent solutions . 

. (ii) If F is degenerate then (7) has at most 72n3<s+ro(µ)) pairwise independent 
non-trivial solutions. 
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A special case of (7) is the Thue equation 

(9) F(x, y) = µ in x, YE f!'s· 

As a consequence of Theorem 3 we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let K, k, S, µ, F(X, Y) be as in Theorem 3. Then (9) has 

at most n x 72 n3<s+ro(µ)) solutions, unless there are a, /3, y, b in Os with ab 
- f3y ;/:. 0 and a binary form J (X, Y) with coefficients in k such that 

(10) F(aX+/3Y, yX+fJY) = µf(X, Y) identically in X, Y. 

Jn that case (9) has at most n x 72" 3 <s+ro<µ>> solutions which are not of the type 
(x, y) = (r:1.~+f317, y~+c517), where~' 17 are elements of k with f(~, 17) = 1. 

This corollary can be proved by considering the solutions (x, y, 1) of (7). 
First of alL two solutions (x1 , y 1 , 1), (x2 , y 2 , 1) of (7) are dependent if and 
only if x 2 = QX1 , Yz = QY 1 for some nth root of unity Q in K. Hence there are 
at most n solutions (x, y, 1) of (7) which are dependent on a given solution. 
This implies that (9) has at most n x 72" 3 (s+ro(µ)) solutions if either F is non
degenerate or F is degenerate but (7) has no trivial solutions (x, y, 1). If F 
satisfies (8) and (x, y, 1) is a trivial solution of (7) then there are e E 6//s and 
~. 17Ek such that x = e(a~+f317), y = 8(y~+b17) and eO"f(~, 17) = 1. It is easy 
to check that (8) remains true with a', /3', y', <5', e', f' replacing a, fJ, y, b, e, f, 
where a'= Oct., /3' = 8/3, y' =By, b' = 81J, e' = l,j'(X, Y) = eO"f(X, Y). Hence 
we may assume that F satisfies (10). If F satisfies (10) then (x, y, 1) is a trivial 
solution of (7) if and only if x = ix~+ f3ri, y = y~ + .517 where ~, 11 are elements 
of k with f ( ~, 17) = 1. This completes the proof of Corollary 1. 11 

If k is algebraically closed then Corollary 1 implies that (9) has at most 
finitely many solutions if and only if Fis not of the type (10). This result was 
already proved by Mason [8] in case that K is a function field of character
istic 0 in one variable. 

We shall now consider a special case of Theorem 3. Let k be an 
arbitrary field of characteristic 0 and put K = k(X 1> ..• , Xn) where 
X 1 , •• • , Xn are independent variables. Let (fJ denote the ring k[X 1 , ..• , XnJ. 
For an ordered pair (x, y) in (!P, we write gcd (x, y) = 1 if x = 0, y = 1, or if 
x and y are coprime in the usual sense and the coefficient of x highest in 
lexicographic order is equal to 1. Thus for each pair x, y in K, not both zero, 
there is a unique z in K* with gcd(xz, yz) = l. 

Let f 1, •.• , f, be irreducible polynomials in (!) such that fJ fj tt k for i =f. j. 
Put S = { oo ,f1 , ... , J;} (where oo corresponds to the valuation i · !00 defined in 
example 2 of Section 1). Then 

@1 _ f fk1 rkr. k* k k Z*) d r1' _ rnm1 ·us - le 1 .. . 11 • CE , 11 ... , 1 E 1 an vs - v-us. 

Let F(X, Y) (G[X, Y] be a cubic divisible form of degfee n. Then it is easy 
to show that F is degenerate (with µ = 1) in the sense of ·(8) if and only if 
there are a,fJ,y,bE@ with ab-{Jy';f:-0, eE6118 nf!J and a binary form 
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f(X, Y)ek[X, Y] such that 

(11) F(rxX +{3Y, yX +<5Y) =.ef(X, Y) identically in X, Y. 

We shall consider the equation 

(12) F( ) ,1 k 1 1 k1 in (x, y)el!/2 , cek*, k1 , ••• , k1 eZ 
X, y = CJl ···Jr 

with gcd(x, y) = 1, k1 ;;;;: 0, ... , k,;;;;: 0. 

If F satisfies (11) then a solution (x, y, c, ki. ... , k,) of (12) is called trivial if 
there are () E il//s and e' 11 Ek such that x = () (rxe + {317), y = e (ye+ <517). The 
following result is a direct consequence of Theorem 3, with s = t+ 1 and 
w(µ) = 0. 

COROLLARY 2. (i) If F is non-degenerate then (12) has at most 72"3<1 + 1> 

solutions. 
(ii) If F is degenerate then (12) has at most 72n3 <r+ 1> non-trivial solutions. 

3. Lemmata for the proof of Theorem 2. In [2] we reduced the equation 
h + µy = 1 in S-units x, y of an algebraic number field to a finite number of 
systems of inequalities involving differences of the type e/11- (!, where e is a 
cube root of unity, e = ).x-eµy and rt= ).x-e2 µy. To these systems of 
inequalities we applied an approximation method of Thue and Siegel in 
which certain hypergeometric polynomials were used. In the present paper, 
we shall instead of transforming x, y to e, 11 in the way described above, 
modify our hypergeometric polynomials in a proper way. This makes the 
proof less complicated. We mention that the method used in this paper can 
also be used to prove Theorem 1. We shall not work this out here. 

In this section we shall develop the necessary tools for the proof of 
Theorem 2. Henceforth we shall use the notation of Theorem 2: thus K 
denotes an F-field with set of valuations M K and constant field k and S a 
finite subset of MK of cardinality s. Moreover, v0, v1, v2 will denote non-zero 
elements of K. Let 

P 2(K) = {x = (xo: X1: X2): Xo, X1, X2EK, (Xo, X1, X2) # (0, 0, O)} 

be the projective plane over K. If xeP2 (K) is given by (x0 :x1 :x2) then 
x0 , x1 , x 2 are called the homogeneous coordinates of x. They are determined 
up to a common multiplicative factor in K*. By P2 (k) we shall denote the set 
of points in P2 (K) of which the homogeneous coordinates can all be chosen 
in k. Finally, let T be defined as the set of points x = (x0 : X1: Xz) in P2 (K) 
satisfying 

(13) x0 +x1 +x2 =0; x£fP2 (k); lxhlv=lvhlv for he{O, 1,2} and veMK\S 

for some choice of x 0 , X1, x2. 
If .A.= -(v0/v2), µ = -(v1/v2) then the mapping (x, y)-. (vox: V1 y: v2) 
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defines a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of (6) and the 
elements of T. Hence the following result is equivalent to Theorem 2. 

THEOREM 2'. T has cardinality at most 2 x 72'. 

In fact, we shall prove Theorem 2' instead of Theorem 2. To simplify 
our notation we put, for ai. ... , a, in K and v in MK, 

minv(a1, ... , a,)= min(ladvo ... , larlv), 

maxv(a1, ... , a,)= max(la1lv, ... , la,lv). 

If x=(x0 :x1 :x2)eP2 (K) then the height ofx is defined by 

h(x) = n maxv(Xo, X1, X2)· 

By the product formula, the height of x is independent of the choice of its 
homogeneous coordinates. By choosing one of the homogeneous coordinates 
equal to 1, one can show that 

(14) h(x);:;:::: 1 for xeP2 (K) 

and 

(15) h(x) = 1 if and only if xeP2 (k). 

In our arguments, the number 

A= n (maxv(vo. Vi. v2))3 
vfS lvoV1 V2I., 

will play an important role. H.ere v ~ S is an abbreviation of v e M K\S. 
For the proof of the following lemma we refer to [2], Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 1. Let B be a real number with 0 < B < 1, let q ~ 1 b~ an integer 

and put R(B) = (l-B)- 1 BBf(B- 1>. Then there exists a set 1f/ of cardinality at 
most max(l, (2B)- 1)R(B)q-i, consisting oftuples (I'1 , .•. , I'q) with I'i ~ Ofor 

q 

j = 1, ... , q and L: ri = B with the following property: for every set of reals 
.i= 1 

q 

Fi, ... , Fq,A with 0 <Fi~ 1 for j = 1, ... , q and n Fi~ A there exists 
j= 1 

a tuple (I'1 , •.• , I'q)e1f/ such that 

Fi ~ A ri for j = 1, ... , q. 

In the following lemma we shall show, that each element of T satisfies 
one of a finite number of systems of inequalities to which we can apply our 
approximation method. 

LEMMA 2. Let B be a re4l number with 1/2 ~ B < 1. Then there 
exists a set if/0 of cardinality at most 3• R(B)•- 1, consisting of tuples 
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((i(v))veS• (I'v)ves) with i(v)E {O, 1, 2} and I'v ~ 0 for all v in S and L I'v = B, 
veS 

with the following property: for every x = (x0 : x1 : x2) in T there is a .tuple 
((i(v))veS• (I'v)ves) in 11/o such that 

(16) 

Proof. Let x = (x0 : x1: x2)E T. For each v in S, choose i(v) from 
{O, 1, 2} such that lxi(v)lv = minv (x0 , x1, x2). Thus one obtains a tuple 
(i(v))ves which can be chosen from at most 3s possibilities. If for some v in S, 
i(v) = i and (i,j, k) is a permutation of (0, 1, 2), then lxAv = lxi+xklv ~ lxklv 
and similarly, lxklv ~ lxilv· Hence lx)v = lxklv· Together with the product 
formula this implies that 

[1 jxi(v)lv = n IXo X1 Xzlv 
3 

vesmaxv(Xo, X1, Xz) ues(maxv(Xo, Xi, X2)) 

= (n (maXv(xo, x1, x2))3 )/h(x)3 . 

v~S lxo X1 X2lv · 

Since XE T, we can choose x0 , x1, x2 such that lxhlv = lvhlv for h = 0, 1, 2 and 
vEMK\S. Hence 

[1 lxiCv>lv = Ah(x)-3. 
veS maxv (xo, X1, Xz) 

By Lemma 1, there is a set of tuples (I' v)ves of cardinality at most R (B)s- 1, 
with I'v ~ 0 for VES and L I'v = B, such that (16) holds for at least one of 

reS 

the tuples in that set. This proves Lemma 2. • 
Let B > 0 and let ((i(v))veS• (I',,)ves) be a fixed tuple for which 

i(v)E{O, 1, 2} and I'v ~ 0 for veS and L I'v =B. We shall deal with the . veS 
system of inequalities 

(17) lxi(v)lv ~ (Ah(x)-3(v for 
maxv (Xo, X1, X2) . 

The following lemma states roughly, that large solutions of (17) can not 
be close together. 

LEMMA 3. Assume that 2/3 < B < 1. Let x1 , x 2 , .•. , Xm+l be distinct 
solutions of (17), ordered such that h(x1) ~ h(x2) ~ ... ~ h(xm+d· Then 

h(Xm+ i) ~ A(l -B)((3B-1)m- l)/(3B- 2) h(xiPB- l)m. 

Proof. We shall prove that for any pair of solutions x, y of (17) with 
x # y and h(x) ~ h(y), 
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(18) h(y) ~ A1 -B h(x)JB-1. 

From this, Lemma 3 follows immediately by induction. 
Let x = (x0 : xi: x2), y = (y0 : Yi: y 2) be distinct solutions of (17) with 

h(x) ~ h(y). For all v in MK we put 

A ( ) = lxiyi-XiYilv 
Liv X, Y ( ) ( .), maxv Xo, Xi' X2 . maxv Yo· Yi' Y2 

where i,jE{O, 1, 2} and i=Fj. Llv(x, y) is independent of the choice for the 
homogeneous coordinates of x, y and, since x 0 +xi +x2 =Yo+ Yi+ y2 = 0, 
also independent of i, j. Moreover, by the product formula, 

(19) 
1 n Llv(x, y) = h( )h( ) 

veMK X Y 

Firstly, let VE MK\S. Choose p, q from {O, 1, 2} such that jxPj,, 
= minv(xo, X 1 , X2), IYqlv = minv(y0 , y1 , Y2). Let k be an element of {O, 1, 2} 
distinct from p, q. By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2 we 
obtain lxklv = maxv (xo, Xi, Xz), IYklv = maxv (yo, Yi, Y2). Let i, j be integers 
such that (i,j, k) is a permutation of (1, 2, 3). Since x, YET, we may assume 
that lxhlv = IYhlv = lvhlv for h = 0, 1, 2. Therefore, 

maxv (x; Yi· Xj Yi) Iva V1 v2lv 
Llv(X, y) ~ ------.:;..._-=------ = -------

maxv (Xo, X1, X2)·maxv(Yo, Yi, Y2) (maxv(vo, Vi, V2))3 

By taking the product over all v in MK\S, we obtain 

(20) flLlv(x,y) ~ A- 1 • 

vf;S 

Now let VES. Put i = i(v) and let j be an element from {O, 1, 2} distinct from 
i. By (17) we have 

Ix; Yi- xi Y;lv ~ maxv (yi X;, xi Y;) 
maxv(Xo, Xi. X2)maxv(Yo, Yi. Y2) .._, maxv(Xo, X1, Xz)maxv(Yo, Yt> Y2) 

~ max ( lx;lv IYdv ) 
.._, maxv(Xo, Xi. X2)' maxv(Yo, Yi' Y2) 

~ max((Ah(x)- 3(v, (Ah(y)-3(v) 

= (Ah(y)-3(v. 

By taking 'the product over all v in S we obtain 

0 A,,(x, y) ~ (Ah(x)- 3 )8. 
VES 
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By combining this with (19), (20) we infer that 

_l_~A-l(Ah( )-3)B=AB-1h( )-3B 
h(x)h(y) ~ x x · 

This proves ( 18 ). • 

243 

In our approximation method we shall need some auxiliary polynomials, 
some properties of which are stated in the lemma below. 

LEMMA 4. For each positive integer r, there exist homogeneous polynomials 
F, ( X 1 , YI> X .z, Y2) of degree 3r + 2 and W,. ( X, Y) of degree r with rational 
coefficients which sati~fy the following properties: 

(21) F,(X1 , Y1 , X 2 , Y2) = Y2 Xf'+ 1 W,.(Xi. Yi) 

+(-1y- 1 x2 Yi2'+ 1 W,.(Y1 ,X1) for reN; 

(22) F,(X1, Y1 , X2, Y2) = F,(Y1 , -X 1 -Y1 , Y2, -X2-Y2) 
= F,(-X 1 -Y,, X 1 , -X2 - Y2 • X 2) for reN; 

(23) if xt> y1 , x 2 , y2 are elements of a field of characteristic 0 such that for 
some positfoe integer r, 

F,(x1, Yi, X2, Y2) = F,+ 1 (x1, Y1, X2, Y2) = 0, 

then both x 2 , y2 are equal to 0 or 

X1 ydx1 + yi)(xf+x1 Y1 +YI) =0. 

Proof. In Lemma 6 of [2] we showed that for each positive integer r 
there are polynomials A,(X), B,(X), Ji;(X) of degree r with rational coeffi
cients such that for all r, 

A,(X3)-XB,(X3 ) = (1-X)2'+ 1 V,(X); 

B,(X) = X' A,(1/X); 

A,(X)B,+dX)-A,+dX)B,(X) =c,(l-X)2'+ 1 with c, =:F 0. 

For any polynomial f (X) of degree d with coefficients in some field of 
characteristic 0 we define the binary formf*(X, Y) by Xdf(Y/X). Thus the 
properties of A,, B,, V, mentioned above can be rewritten as 

(24) XA:(X 3 , Y3)-YA:(Y3 , X3 ) = (X- Y)2'+ 1 V,*(X, Y); 

(25) A: (X, Y)A:+ i(Y, X)-A:+ i(X, Y) A: (Y. X) = c,(X - Y)2'+ 1 • 

Obviously, (24) implies that 

(26) V,*(X, Y) = V,*(Y, X). 

Let e be a primitive cube root of unity. Put 

U(X, Y) = X-eY, V(X, Y) = X-u2 Y. 
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For each positive integer r we define the polynomials F,, W. by 

F (X Y, X Y) = U2 Vi A,*(Vi3 , U/)- Vz U 1 Ai(Uf, Vi3) 
r i ' i' 2' 2 ( 2 )2r + i ' (} - (} 

W,:(X, Y) = V,*(Q2 U(X, Y), QV(X, Y)), 

where Vi, V; are abbreviations for U (Xi> Y;), V(Xi> Yi) respectively, for 
i = 1, 2. The coefficients of F,, W. have their coefficients in the field Q(Q). 
However, by (26) the coefficients of W,: are invariant under the Q-automor
phism of Q(Q) which maps (} onto r/. It is easy to check that also the 
coefficients of F, are invariant under this automorphism. Hence the coeffi
cients of F,, W,: belong to Q. 

We shall first prove (21). By (26) we have 

(27) V,*(U(X, Y), V(X, Y)) 

= V,*(V(X, Y), U(X, Y)) = V,*(X-Q 2 Y, X -QY) 

=(-l)'V,*(Q2 U(Y, X), QV(Y, X))=(-l)'W,:(Y, X). 

Moreover, by a straightforward computation, 

F,(Xi. Yi, X 2 , Y2) 

= (1/-Q)-2r-1 (U~ - V2 (Q2 U t A:(Uf' Vi3)-QV1 A:(Vi3' Ui)} 
Q -Q 

- Q2 U;-Q V2 (U i A: (Uf, Vi3)- Vi A: (Vi3 , Ui})). 
Q -Q 

Together with (24) and (27) this implies that 

F,(X 1 , Yi, X2 , Y2) = Y2 Xi'+ 1 W,:(X1 , Yi)+(-1r 1 X2 Y/'+ 1 W,:(Y1 , X1). 

(22) follows easily from the fact that 

U(Y, -X- Y) = QV(X, Y), V(Y, -X-Y) = Q2 V(X, Y), 

U(-X-Y,X)=g2 U(X, Y), V(-X-Y,X)=QV(X, Y). 

We shall now prove (23). Suppose that for some positive integer r and some 
X1, y 1 , x 2 , y 2 in some field of characteristic 0, 

F,(Xi, Yi, Xz, Y2) = F,+1 (X1, Yi, Xz, Y2) = 0. 

Let ui = U(xi, Y;), vi = V(xi, Y;) for i = 1, 2. Suppose that not both x 2 , y2 are 
zero. Then not both u2 , v2 are zero. By assumption we have 

V1A:(vi, uf)·u2-u1A:(ui, vi)·v2 =0, 

v1 Ai+ i(vi, uf) · u2 -u1 A:+ i(ui, vI) · v2 = 0. 

Hence 
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Together with (25) this implies that 

0 = c, V1 U1 (vi -ui)Zr+ 1 = c, (Q2 - Q)2r+ 1 (x~ + X1 Y1 + y~)(x1 yi(x1+Y1))2r+1. 

This completes the proof of Lemma 4. • 

In the following lemma, we shall show that ( 17) can not have many 
solutions of large height. 

LEMMA 5. Assume that 5/6 < B < 1. Let r0 be an integer with 
2+2B-3B2 

ro> B(6B- 5), let m be an integer with (3B-1yn+ 1 >3r0 +4 and put 

f(B r . _ (2r0 + l)B(3B- l)+B 
' o) - 3B(6B-5)r0 -(6+6B-9B2 )' 

(B m r = !3+(B-1)(3B-1)((3B- lyn-1)/(3B-2) 
g ' ' o) (3B-l)m+l_3r0 -4 

Then ( 17) has at most m solutions in x E T with 

(28) h (x) > Amax(f(B,ro),g(B,m,ro)). 

Proof. We assume that we can choose m+ 1 solutions of (17) which 
satisfy (28). We shall derive a contradiction from this assumption. Let 
x = x 1 , x 2 , .• ., xm + 1 = y be distinct solutions of ( 17) satisfying (28) such that 
h(x1) ~ h(x2) ~ ... ~ h(xm+ 1). Let x = (xo: X1: Xz), Y =(yo: Yi: Yz), h1 = h(x), 
h2 = h (y). By Lemma 3 we have 

(29) h >- A(l-B)((3B-l)m-l_l)/(3B-2)h(3B-l)m 
2 ::;-- 1 . 

From h1 > A9(B,m,ro> we infer that 

A(l-B)(3B-1)((3B- l)m-1)/(3B-2) h\3B- l)m+ 1 > AB h:ro+4. 

By combining this with (29), we obtain 

h 3B-1 ABh3ro+4 
2 > 1 • 

Hence there exists an integer I with I~ r 0 + 1 such that 

(30) 

Let F,, W,. (rE N) be the polynomials constructed in Lemma 5. Put 

U, = F,(x;, xi, y;, Yi) for rEN, 

where i, j are distinct elements of {O, 1, 2}. By (22) and the fact that 
x0 +x1 +x2 = y0 +y1 +y2 =0, U, is independent of i, j. Put r = l if Ui ::/:- 0 
and r = 1- 1 otherwise. Since l ~ r 0 + 1 we have 

(31) 
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This shows that Ur is defined. As a consequence of (23) and the fact that x, 
y ~ P2 (k), U, is non-zero. Finally we mention that, in view of (30), 

(32) A8 hf'+ 1 < h~8- l ::=:;; A8 hi'+ 7. 

For convenience we put i(v) = 0, I'v = 0 for all v i:t:i MK\S. Since x. y are 
solutions of ( 17) we have 

(33) 

Let VEMx. Put i:=i(v) and letj be an element of {O, 1, 2} different from i. 
By (21) we have 

IU,lv = Jy;xJr+l W,.(xi> Xj}+(-1)'- 1 YiXfr+I W,.(xj, xi)Jv 

::=:;; maxv(Yixr+ 1 W,.(xi> xi), yixfr+ 1 W,(xi, x;}). 

Together with (33) and the fact that W, has degree r, this shows that 

JU,lv ::=:;; maxv(Yo, Y1, Y2)(maxv(Xo, X1, x2))3r+l 

( Jy;Jv ( Jxdv ) 2'+ 1) xmax , 
maxv(Yo, Y1, Y2) max,,(xo. X1, X2) 

( )( ( ))3r+l (Ah-3 (Ah-3)2r+l)r,, ::=:;; maxv Yo, Yi, Y2 maxv Xo, X1, Xz max 2 ' 1 . 

Together with the fact that U, i= 0 and the product formula this implies that 

(34) 1 = n IUrlv ::=:;; max (hir+ 1 h2 (Ah2 3)8 ' hi'+ 1 h1(Ah1 3 )< 2r+ 1>8 ). 
l'EMK 

By the left-hand side inequality of (32) we have 

(35) 

Moreover, by the right-hand side inequality of (32), 

hf'+ 1 h1(Ah!3)(2r+ llB 

::=:;; (A<2r+ l )8(38- l)+B hf'+ 7+ (3B- 1)(3r+ 1- 38(2r+ 1)))1/(38- 1) = (Af(8.r) h! 1 )h(8,r>, 

where h(B, r) =(3B(6B-5)r-(6+6B-9B2)}/(3B-1). It is easy to check that 
f(B, x) is decreasing in x for x > (6+6B-9B2)/3B(6B-5). Hence by (31) 
and our assumption on r 0 in the statement of the lemma, h(B. r) > 0 and 
f(B, r) ::=:;; f (B, r0 ). Together with the inequality h1 > A1<8 ·'ol these facts show 
that 
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However, this contradicts (34) and (35). Hence the assumption made at 
the beginning of the proof of this lemma, that ( 17) has at least m + 1 
solutions satisfying (28) must have been wrong. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 5. • 

4. Proof of Theorem 2'. We shall now complete the proof of Theorem 2', 
by combining the Lemmata 2, 3, 5: we shall henceforth choose the particular 
values B = 0.846, r 0 = 34 and m = 10. When referring to (17) or B we shall 
implicitly assume that B = 0.846. 

First of all, we shall estimate the number of solutions of a fixed system 
(17) from above. With our choices for B, r 0 , m we have f(B, r 0) 

= 47.111 .. ., g (B, m, r0 ) = -3.964 ... Hence by Lemma 5 and the fact that 
A ~ 1, (17) has at most ten solutions in x E T with 

h(x) > A48 . 

We shall now give an upper bound for the number of remaining solutions of 
( 17), namely those solutions in x ET for w~ich 

(36) 1 < h(x) ~ A48 . 

If A = 1 then there are no such solutions. Therefore suppose that A > 1 and 
that there are t solutions x of ( 17) which satisfy (36), Xi. ... , x,, say, ordered 
such that h(xi) ~ ... ~ h(x,). By Lemma 3 we have 

A<l -8)/(38- 2J h (xc) ~ (A<l -8J/(3B-2J h (xi ))(3B- 1)1
- 1 . 

By ra1smg both sides of this inequality to the power (3B- 2)/(1-B) and 
using the inequalities h (x 1) > 1, h(x1) ~ A48, we obtain 

A 1 +48(38-2)/(1-B) > A(3B- l)r- 1. 

In view of A> 1 and B = 0.846 this shows that t < 12. Hence (17) has at 
most 22 solutions. 

By Lemma 2, every x in T satisfies one of at most 

2 
3• R(0.846)•- 1 ~ 3'(49/3r 1 ~ 22 x72' 

systems of inequalities of type ( 17). Hence T has cardinality at most 2 x 72•. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2'. • 
We remark that with our method it is possible to replace the upper 

bound 2 x 72• by a bound of the type C(B) x(3R(B))', where B is any real 
num'.ber with 5/6 < B < 1. It is easy to check that R (B) is increasing in B and 
that 3R (5/6) = 44.789... It is very likely that by applying a proper 
modification of Roth's method, one can derive a bound of the type C (B) 
x(3R(B))' for all B with 2/3 < B < 1. This can give an improvement of our 

result since 3R (2/3) = 20.25. 
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Let K be a function field which has transcendence degree 1 over its 
constant field k. Then K is a finite extension of the field k (X), where X is an 
element of K which is transcendent over k. Let M K be the set of valuations 
on K which are normalized with respect to the valuations on k(X) as 
constructed in example 2 of Section 1. Then one can show that for each a in 
K and each v in M K, log Javl E Z. Let g denote the genus of K and let S, s, T, 
v0 , v1, v2 , A have the same meaning as in Section 3. As an immediate 
consequence of Mason's effective result concerning S-units of a function field 
(cf. [8], [11], Ch. 1) one can show that for each x in T, 

(37) logh(x) ~ 2g-2+s+s', (2) 

where s' is the number of v in MK\S for which the numbers lvolv. lvilv, Jv2lv 
are not all equal. Let v be an element of MK\S such that lvolv, lv1lv, lv2lv are 
not equal. Suppose for convenience that Jvolv ~ Jv 1 lv ~ Jv2lv· Then logJv2/volv 
~ 1. Hence 

This shows that s' ~ log A. Together with (37) this implies that 

logh(x) ~ 2g-2+1ogA+s for all x in T. 

By combining this with Lemmata 2 and 3 it is possible to derive an upper 
bound for the cardinality of T of the type C(B, g) x(3R(B)t for all B with 
2/3 < B < 1. If we combine Mason's effective result [12] on the equation 

(38) 

in S-units of a function field with suitable generalizations of Lemmata 2 and 
3, it might be possible to derive an upper bound for the numbers of solutions 
of (38) independent of J. 1 , ... , An. 

5. Proof of Theorem 3. Let K be an F-field with set of valuations MK 
and constant field k. For any finite extension L of K, we denote by ML the 
set of valuations on L which are normalized with respect to the valuations in 
MK; thus L is an F-field with set of valuations ML of which the constant 
field is just the algebraic closure of k in L. Similar to Theorem 3, S will 
denote a finite subset of MK of cardinality s, µ will denote a non-zero 
element of @5 and F (X, Y) will denote a cubic divisible binary form of 
degree n with coefficients in @5 . We shall deal with the equation 

(7) F (x, y) = µu 1"n x y E m u E m, ' 1.:15, 'll5. 

(2) We mention that the valuations and heights used by Mason are just the logarithms 
of ours. 
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Let L be the splitting field of F over K, that is the smallest extension of K 

over which F factorizes into linear factors. Thus we have 

m 

F(X, Y) = axn-m IT (X-yi Y), 
i= 1 

where aE (!)s, 2 ~ m ~ n and y1 , ..• , YmEL. Suppose that (7) is soluble and 
let (Xo; Yo, u0 ) be a fixed solution of (7). Put 

l,.(X, Y) = X-yi y for i = 2, ... , m, 
Xo-Y;Yo 

l;(X, Y) = X/x0 for i = m+ 1, ... , n. 

Let T be the set of valuations in ML which are normalized with respect to 

the valuations in S or to the valuations I ·Iv in MK\S with lµlv < 1. Then 

n 

(39) F(X, Y) = IT li(X, Y), 
i= l 

(40) li(x, y)E !J/iy for each solution (x, y, u) of (7) and for each 

i in { 1, ... , n} . 

(39) is obvious. In order to prove (40) we introduce the following 
d 

notation: for any V in ML and any binary form G(X, Y) = L a,xd-r yr 
r= 0 

with coefficients in L we put 

IGlv = maxv(a0 , •.. , ad). 

Then we have, as a consequence of Proposition 2.1 of [7], Ch. 3, p. 55, that 

n 

(41) IFlv = n ll;lv for v E ML. 
i= 1 

Let VE ML\ T. By the fact that F(X, Y) has its coefficients in @T, we have 

IFlv ~ 1. On the other hand, 

llilv ~ IUxo, Yo)lv = 1 for i = 1, ... , n. 

Together with (41) these facts show that lldv = 1 for i = 1, ... , n. We infer 

that I; has its coefficients in (!JT for i = 1, ... , n. Let (x, y, u) be a solution of 

· (7). Then the numbers l;(x, y) (i = 1, ... , n) belong to (!)T· However by (39), 

the product of these numbers is a unit in (!)T· Hence l;(x, y) is a unit in (!JT 

for i = 1, ... , n. This proves (40). 
Let (i,j, k) be a triple of integers in 1, ... , n such that the linear forms 

Ii> Ii, lk are pairwise non-proportional (such a triple will be called proper). 

For each pair p, q in 1, ... , n, let LI pq denote the determinant of the forms 
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I l that is the determinant of the linear transformation which maps the 
P' q• 

vector (x, y) in I3 onto the vector (L,,(x, y), lq(x, y)). Then 

(42) Aikl;(X, Y)+Akili(X, Y)+AiildX, Y) = 0 identically in X, Y. 

Let £ be the smallest extension of K containing the coefficients of l;, Ii, lk 
and let T' be the set of valuations in ML• which are normalized with respect 
to the valuations in S or to the valuations I· Iv in M K \S for which lµlv < 1. 
Then the valuations in T' are, apart from equivalence, just the restrictions of 
the valuations in T to f.. Put A = A ilJ A ii> M = A k;/ A ii> U ( X, Y) 
= li(X, Y)/ldX, Y), V(X, Y) = li(X, Y)/ldX, Y). For each solution (x, y, u) 
of (7) we have by (40) that both U (x, y), V(x, y) are T'-units and by (42) that 

(43) AU(x, y)+MV(x, y) = 1. 

It is easy to check that for any pair of solutions (x1 , y 1 , ui), (x2 , Y2· u2 ) of 
(7), (U(x1 , y1), V(x 11 y1)) = (U(x2 , y 2), V(x2 , y 2)) if and only if (x1 , Y1, u1) 

and (x2 , y2 , u2) are dependent. Further, by the construction of the forms l; I', 

has degree at most n(n-l)(n-2) over K. Hence the size of T' is at most 
n(n-l)(n-2)(s+w(µ)), where w(µ) is the number of valuations i·lv in MK\S 
with jµj,, < 1. By combining these facts with (43) and Theorem 2, we obtain 
that (7) has at most 

2 X 7211(11- l)(n- 2)(s+ro(µ)) 

pairwise independent solutions (x, y, u) with 

AU(x, y) Aik l;(x, y) r.: 
---= tK 
MV(x, y) Aki li(x, y) ' 

where k denotes the constant field of the splitting field L of F over K. Since 
there are at most n3 proper triples, we conclude that (7) has at most 

2n3 X 72n(n- l)(n~ 2)(s+ro(µ)) 

pairwise independent solutions which do n'ot belong to J;, where E is the set 
of solutions of (7) with the property that 

(44) for each proper triple (i, j, k). 

We shall show the following: if J; contains at least three pairwise 
independent solutions of (7) then F is degenerate and moreover, E is just the 
set of trivial solutions of (7). This proves Theorem 3. For ifs+ w(µ) = O then 
~1s = k, whence F is degenerate and all solutions of (7) are trivial, while 
if s+w(µ) > 0, 

2+ 2n3 X 72n<n- l)(n- 2)(s+ro(µ)) ~ 7 2n3(s+U>(µ)) 
-.;:: . 
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This shows also that when F is degenerate, the set of trivial solutions of (7) 
depends only on F. For if 11, .•• , ln are replaced by other linear forms with 
the property (39), then l: does not change, hence l: depends only on F. 

Let (xi, Yi• u;) (i = l, 2, 3) be three pairwise independent solutions of (7) 
belonging to l:. Define the linear form l(X, Y) by 

l(X, Y) = £ li(X, Y) . 
1= 1 Ii (xo, Yo) 

Then 

l(X, Y) = F(x0 , Yor 1 (F x(x0 , Yo) X +Fr (x0 , Yo) Y), 

where Fx,·Fr denote the partial derivatives of Fat X, Y respectively. Hence I 
has its coefficients in K. Note that I is not identically 0, since l(x0 , y0 ) = n. 
Hence there is an h in {1, 2} such that l(xh, Yh) # 0. For each pair i, j in 
{1, ... , n} we have 

(45) l;(xh, yJ ;i1(xh, y,J ek. 
l; (xo, Yo), l1(xo, Yo) 

This is obvious if Ii> 11 are proportional. If Ii> l1 are non-proportional then 
there exists a k such that (i, j, k) is a proper triple. (45) follows then easily 
from 

Put 

~ li(xh, y,J 
A.:= l(xh, yJ = £.... -1 ( --) . 

i= 1 ; Xo, Yo 

Then, by ( 45), 

(46) l;(xh, y,,) = c1A. for some c1 el< (i = 1, ... , n). 
l;(Xo, Yo) 

By taking the product over all i we obtain 

(c 1 ••• cn)A." = F(xh, y,,)/F(xo, Yo)= u,,/uoE Cl/is. 

Moreover, since l has its coefficients in K, A.eK. Hence A.e Cl/is. Put a.= x 0 , 

y = y0, fJ = x,,/A., b = y,,/A., e = u0. Then a., {J, y, be (!Js, ee Cl/is and rx.b-py 
# 0. Moreover, by (46), 

(47) 

5 - Acra Arithmetica XL VII.3 

11 (fJ' b) = ci e k for i = 1, ... , n. 
Ha., y) 
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Let 

f (X, Y) = (µe)- 1 F(aX + {3Y, yX +l5Y). 

Then, by (47), (39), 
n 

f(X, Y) = F(a, y)- 1 IT l;(aX +/3Y, yX +c5Y) 
i= 1 

n n 

= IT {X +(l;(/3, D)/l;(a, y)) Y} = fl (X +c; Y). 
i= 1 i= 1 

Hence f has its coefficients ink. But obviously,/ also has its coefficients in K. 
Thus f has its coefficients in k. We conclude that F is degenerate. 

For each pair p, q in {1, ... , n}, we have 

lp(a, y)lq(/3, /5)-lq(a, y)lp(/3, b) _ lp(a, y)lq(a, y)( _ ) 
A = - ~ ~· 

pq a[J - f3y al5 - f3y 

Moreover, if (x, y, u) is a solution of (7) and if (, ri are defined by 
x=a(+/Jrf, y=ye+l5ti then, for rE{l, ... ,n}, 

l,(X, Y) = l,(a, y)((+c,ri)., 

This shows that for each proper triple (i,j, k), 

Llikl;(x, y) _ (ck-c)((+c;YJ) 

Llkili(x, y) - (c;-ck)((+ci11) 

Thus I: is the set of solutions (x, y, u) of (7) for which 

(ck-ci)(( +CJ/) E '-
" for each proper triple (i, j, k), 

(c;-ck)(( +ci11) 

where x = a(+ f3rf, y =;: y( + 611. If (x, y, u) is a trivial solution of (7) then 
either 1J = 0 or (/ryEk. Hence (x, y, u)EE. Now suppose that (x, y, u)EE. 
Then either 1J = 0 or (/11 Ek. But both (, 11 belong to K. Hence either 11 = 0 
or (/17Ek. Therefore, e =8(0, 11 =8110. where (o, 11oEk and 8eK. However, 

µu = F(x, y) = µef (8(0, 8110) = µe8nf ((o, Y/o). 

Hence fJe CJ/J5 • This shows that (x, y, u) is a trivial solution. Therefore, E is 
the set of trivial solutions of (7). 11 
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